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Fantasy," by the Mermaid Theatre of Nova Scotia. The guide, called a
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Performance (on creating the characters, problems to solve, creating the
character "Borrowed Black," creating a Borrowed Black puppet, and myths and
legends about the moon); (3) After Attending the Performance (with activities
such as interviewing characters and writing newspapers articles about them,
and with questions to consider); and (4) Theater: A Collaborative Art
(describing the audience's role in a performance). Resources for further
exploration are listed. (SR)
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Welcome to Cuesheet, a

performance guide pub-

lished by the Education

Department of the John

F. Kennedy Center for

the Performing Arts,

Washington, D.C. This

Cuesheet is designed to

be used before and after

attending a performance

of Borrowed Black: A

Labrador Fantasy, by the

Mermaid Theatre of Nova

Scotia. This Cuesheet

has information about

the play and activities

to share with class-

mates, friends, or family

members.

Tv4s Cuesbee+
;includes:
The Story, pages 2-3

Before Attending the

Play, pages 4-5

After Attending the Play,

pages 6-7

Theater: A Collaborative

Art, page 8

4.'

e".
Resources, page 8
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The Story
Borrowed Black is the main character in this play. To
understand what happens to him, read and look at this
story map. You will hear these words spoken in the play.

This story begins when...

Borrowed Black came +0 stay CM +be tall dark shore

of the wildest tickle of Labrador.

.9'45

. 0-t

He borrowed boards from 'oats

aid ',vat a skack,

caught two Hundred

to bold it 6ack.

creatures

t-sztecasmig--

1160v+ Labrador
Labrador is in the northeast

corner of Canada. Try to find

Labrador on a map ot North

America.

Labrador has the largest

caribou herd in the world.

Caribou are large American

deer, related to the reindeer.

Many shipwrecks have been

discovered off the coast of

Labrador. Most of these ships

are from 1550-1600 when

Labrador was the world's

largest whaling capital.

There are still many small fish-

ing villages and towns along

Labrador's coast.

.2112.'ePthcmCE=25

Rescue oe moon!

Could the crew firld a way?
To find out what 6appftegi,
you must see the play!

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM BORROWED BLACK. A LABRADOR FANTASY. BY ELLEN BRYAN OBED. ILLUSTRATIONS BY JAN IMMERSER. Otm BY ELMBRYAN OBED. REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION OF BR EAKAWATBR BOOKS. LTD.
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One right, Borrowed Black we'lf out with 1..4 sack,
to ',arrow the PAOC9N, 6v+ OM 6;5 way 6aCk,

the moor broke ir Fieces
a bahor and four,

so he kvried them deer off

the laivaclor.

1.yi!IS,*;
4yp ,

a,
, a -It

gyp -

a . r's

When Oey came to the tickle Oa; vi;gh+ ;v1 a storm,

ti,ere was something or shore
heard through the gale, a terrible snore. t-C

'77

L4

a

Use Your
ima9;tnats-00.
This story takes place on "the

wildest tickle of Labrador."

What do you think a "tickle"

could be? Make up a definition!

On your classroom map, point

to where you think this wild

tickle might bei

There are boat characters in

the play. They are described as

a "Curious Crew of nine shapes

and sizes." Some of their

names are: Mousie Mate,

Stovepipe, Captain Dude, and

Sculpin (a sculpin is

any small, fresh-

:, water fish having a

large head). Try to

- think arothei char- .

actor names for a

curious boat crew.

Draw a piciure of

what you think these

characters might

look like.

Severlfeev, seasons of night went 6.1

with not a niece of moor, in the sky.

galea strong wind,
reaching up to 63

miles per hour

schoonera sailing
vessel

Ther one night from the
?north r a furious gale

came a schooner built from
the 6ack of a wv,ale
w;14, a curious crew of
nine shares and sizes.

L.

'1-

This story map does

not tell you how the

story ends. Try to

think up an ending

for this story. How

do you think the

moon could be res-

cued?

5
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jaegera sea
bird that

chases weak-

er birds to

make them

drop their

prey

re Atte n the lay
The Mermaid Theatre of Nova Scotia developed an
unusual theater production of Borrowed Black by com-
bining actors, puppets, music, and special light and
sound effects to create the fantasy world of Borrowea
Black

Crea+419 1 e Garacfers
Borrowed Black has characters of all shapes and sizes. In
the play, some of the characters are created by pup-
peteers who move large and small puppets; others are
actors In costumes. Some animal characters are created
by the actors using their hands to make the shape of
the animal's body.

Try_using your hands to make the shapes of the fol-
lowing animals:

A seal A wolf A Jaeger

You can also make the shadows of animal shapes
with your hands: Put a light source (an overhead pro-
jector works well) behind a sheet that is hung like a
screen. Put your hands between the light source and
the sheet and create the shadows of animal shapes on
the sheet.

Will the animals look bigger or
smaller if you move your hand-
shape closer to the light?
Farther away from light?
What other animal shapes
can you make using your
hands?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

?r061emc +0 solve
The story for Borrowed Black comes from
a book. Some of the unusual things that
happen in this story are shown with pic-
tures in the book. Showing them on
stage is harder!

Be a creative problem-solver. Can
you think of ways to show the following
things on stage?

__: Borrowed Black captures the moon
and plays with it.

The moon breaks in piecesa billion
and four.

A boat that has been built in the
back of a whale appears.

The boat carries a curious crew of
nine sizes and shapes.

When you attend the
play, watch fOr how these

problems were solved.



Creafsog Sorrowed
Read this description of
the character Borrowed
Black.

All of Borrowed
Black's parts were bor-
rowed bits and pieces
from nature. How do you
think a character puppet
or costume for this char-
acter might be created?

Black

lie borrowed hos t.,avtds from the paws of a bear.

Catch of browt% Taweeol be borrowed for ba;r.

Nis e/e5 were a wolf's. 14e borrowed the beak

of a gull for a rose.
Ne cut off oe sails of a Schooner for clothes.

114, shells of goose eggs he bad for b;s _face,

Nis 6orec were clod dr;fi-wood cb;vered ;i1 place.

Ne walked or seal Offerc: They were v.is feet:

Be borrowed some teeo so be could

ge had a borrowed wivid for a heart
Oa+ 641,1 together, each small borrowed par+.

Create a Sorrowed Slack
54-kk Fyffe+
(You can do this activity at home or at
school.)

Start with a cardboard tube (from
paper towels or wrapping paper). This
will be the center of your puppet.

Now, look all around, inside and out-
side, for objects that can be used to cre-
ate the face and body parts of your
Borrowed Black character puppet.

How many different things can you
find? What is the most unusual object
you found for your puppet?

Use glue, tape, or a stapler to attach
the parts of your puppet. Leave enough
space on the bottom of the tube. This is
the part that you will hold onto with .

your hand.

When all of the pieces are on (and
glue is dry), you have a puppet! Look at
your puppet's face. What would be a
good name for this puppet? Can you
create a voice for your puppet? How
many different ways can you make your
puppet move?

Have your puppet talk with a friend's
puppet.

tilos and Legerlds about
the Moor
Bann:tied Black is one Of many 'sto-
ries about the moon. Some were cre-
ated hundreds of years ago! Why
does the moon change shapes?
Why does. it shine at night and
disappear during the day?
Where does it go? Is
it hiding from the sun?
Long before scientists uncovered its mysteries, story-
tellers created tales about the moon:

One tale from Vietnam describes the moon and sun
as daughters of the Jade Emperor sent to oversee the
earth. The moon once shone as brightly as her sun sis-
ter, but she had to put ashes on her face so the farmers
could rest at night.

There is a Korean tale of a stubborn Fire Dog trying
to retrieve the moon for his master. Each night, he
takes a bite out of the moon, but as soon as he has his
mouth full, the moon grows round again.

One Iroquois myth explains how day and night
were made when Great Turtle, master of all animals,
commanded the burrowing animals to make holes in
the corners of the sky. This was so the sun and moon
could go down through one and climb up again
through the other.

Moor Mysteries
Re-read the questions about the moon at the top' of this
section. Can you make up a story that explainione of
these moon mysteries?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 7



After Attends the Play
Ipl+erv;etA, 4 e Garacfers for
ttie Tickle collage Pa;11 News
Imagine that you live in a small fishing
village on "the tall dark shore of the
wildest tickle of Labrador." You are a
reporter for the Tickle Village Daily News.
You have survived for 17 seasons with
no moon to light the night sky. Finally,
the moon is back, and your job is to
interview some of the people involved,
including Borrowed Black.

Role Playing. Working in pairs with class-
mates, pretend to be reporters who
interview the char.' First, one part-

-her pretendi tobe the rePorter, and the
other partner pretends to be one of the

-following characters:.

Borrowed Black

Sculpin

Mousie Mate

Stovepipe
Captain of the boat "carved from the back of

a whale"
Local fishermen (both men and women who

fish for a living)

After a few minutes, switch roles
(reporters become one of the story's
characters: characters become
reporters). Each time you switch, work
with a new partner!

Reporters' Questions. Reporters may
want to begin the interview by asking:
Was the crew frightened? Did Borrowed
Black feel sorry for his breaking the
moon? Where will he go now?

What other questions could you ask
each of these characters?

Write Newspa?er Ar+kiec
After you have interviewed some of the characters,
work with your classmates and prepare a special extra
edition of the Tickle Village Daily News. Use information
from your interviews to write news articles about the
moon's return.

Put all the articles together to create a special edi-
tion of Tickle Village Daily News. You may want to draw
newspaper "photographs" of the characters to include
in your newspaper.

Civec+.101r+5 +0 Coviciider
These lines are from Borrowed Black They describe
what happened when the moon was "destroyed."

e air was 4.1,ick and dark ingl cut _

plui pip ore could fell where She lea Met
-$14ver;Ii rabbits wasted for Jay.

AUVigrY owls sought, but COVW1+ foul Prey."

What other problems might happen if the moon really
disappeared? _

Why do you think a story about the moon's disappear-
ance might be interesting to people who work around
the sea?

.1EST:COPY AVAILABLE

Who was your favorite character in the play? Why?
What was the funniest part of the play? The saddest?

Can you remember all of the characters (puppets) from
the play? See if you can make a list of the characters
without looking back at your Story Map!

Which characters (puppets) in this play were funny,
scary, or likable? Which characters were the most inter-
esting to you? Why?

How were light and music used to create different
moods in this play? Do you think the lighting and
music affected your feelings during the production?
How?

Review the "Problems to Solve" section of this
-Cuesheet on page 4. How did the director and actors
solve these problems? Were any of your ideas for solv-
ing these problems used in the production?

Here's a math problem: In the story, the moon disap-
pears for 17 seasons. How many years would this be?

8.



EXTRA! Tickle Village Daily News EXTRA!

Borrowed Black
Returns Moon!
Mousie Mate
Becomes a Hero

BEST COPY MAILABLE 9
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r is a C Ilaborztive rt
Theater is always a collaborative art. This means that
many artists work together: playwright; director; actors;
costume, set, lighting, and sound designers; and the
audience.

This collaboration usually starts with a playwright's
idea. With that idea, the playwright creates characters
and writes a script of the storythe play. The director's
job is to take the written
script and transfer the
playwright's idea from the
pages of that play onto the
stage. The director works
with the actors and all of
the designers to "bring the
play to life." It requires
many hours of practice
(rehearsal) and hard work
to be successful.

The audience is also an
important part of every
play's performance. You
and the actors and pup-
peteers are in the same
room. This is different
from watching actors on
television or in the
movies. Talking and mak-
ing noise can disturb
actors in the play and
other audience members.

Here is how you can
collaborate to make
Borrowed Black an enjoy-
able experience for every-
one: Listen and watch
carefully. Laugh when
something is funny. Clap
when you enjoy some-
thing. Use your imagina-
tion to enter the world
that has been created for
you and with you.
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